Linguistics Is Topic Of Next Faculty Lecture

By LIBBY FARBAR

Dr. Jack H. Conner, instructor in English, will speak on "Aspect of Comparative Linguistics," the fourth in the series of Rice Institute Faculty Lectures, Sunday afternoon, January 11, at 4 o'clock in the Fondren Library Lounge.

Dr. Conner plans to give a brief survey of the history of linguistics, the study of human speech, and will discuss the way linguistics science may be used in teaching language.

"What we usually call the present tense of the verb, that is, the form we give when we are asked for the present tense, usually does not refer to the present tense and cannot be accurately said to have any tense at all. In fact, it cannot properly be called," Dr. Conner's explanations of statements such as this one which was taken from the material to be discussed, should prove to be of great interest to his audience.

Dr. Conner teaches English 100, English 238, and English 500 this year.

The schedule is as follows:

NOVEMBER 8: Dr. G. T. McBride, Jr., assistant professor in chemical engineering, and associate dean for students, "The American Suburb Industry"; Dr. McBride will give special emphasis on the growth and development of the Gulf Coast Industry.

NOVEMBER 13: Mr. Hugh C. Black, assistant professor of philosophy and education, "The Present Tense of 'Be'".

NOVEMBER 20: Dr. Peter A. Fargue, assistant professor of mechanical engineering, "The English View of the Problem of Vibration," and "The Engineer Faces the Problem of Vibration," will try to overcome the problem.

NOVEMBER 27: Dr. G. H. Hudson, associate professor of psychology, "Current Problems in the Near East," psychological changes in the attitudes of the people of Iran and Turkey following the conflict of American and Russian interests.

Back in Conference Scramble

Rice's rejuvenated Owls are back in the SWC championship race and are ranked twelfth in the nation today. Why? Because Kosse Johnson, Dan Hart, Leroy Fenstemaker, Dickie Moqele, Skip Lee, John Hudson, Gordon Kellog, Blois Bridges, Buddy Graitham, Lloyd Shubert, and the GIRDERS section of roof was blown off Tuesday morning until Tuesday cleaning was started.

Mr. N. S. Willison, superintendent of buildings, said that it is possible to have a temporary roof on Tuesday afternoon. A crew of men with a girders was put on the roof by two janitors and one fireman. The blaze was attributed to antiquated wiring. By JOE WATT

Rice's new Professor of Naval Science, Captain William Y. Allen, Jr., is a native Texas. Although an Army engineer was born in San Antonio and lived for a short time in Houston, he was educated in Huntsville, Alabama. After graduating from high school, he played football and basketbal

New Professor Of Naval Science Here

By JOE WATT

Rice's new Professor of Naval Science, Captain William Y. Allen, Jr., is a native Texas. Although an Army engineer was born in San Antonio and lived for a short time in Houston, he was educated in Huntsville, Alabama. After graduating from high school, he played football and basketball.

In 1950 he was graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy and received his commission in the Navy. His first assignment was with the commissioning crew of the U.S.S. Grissom, which sailed on October of that year for Navy Day duty.

He was assigned to the Houston area for four years, three of which were spent in the Orient and China. He has made several other cruises in the Orient, and much of his service has been on destroyers.

As a member of his cruises in the Orient, Captain Allen has a Chinese ship, a very small box of hand carved ivory has containing a map with his name in Chinese, and a tiny silver gorilla which is claimed to be a 25 year supply of a bright orange ink.

From 1937 until 1939, Captain Allen was stationed at the Navy's Postgraduate School at Annapolis and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute (field grade officer) at Quantico, Virginia.

Captain Allen arrived at Rice last week after a fifteen month tour of duty in the Orient. R. B. Bishop, his former commanding officer at the Navy's Postgraduate School at Annapolis and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute (field grade officer) at Quantico, Virginia.

Captain Allen stated that he was asked to be assigned to Rice and that he has always admired Rice as an institution of learning and excellence. His wife and three children are in Huntsville and will move to Houston this week, since Captain Allen has a house here.
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A Letter Provokes

Let's face the facts: the sad, cold facts. There's a pile of spam in the letter to the editor below concerning the Bum's Rush.

You're going to afford somebody no matter what kind of dance or party you throw. Whether you do or don't, whether you dance the Virginia Reel or throw beer cans, you'll afford someone. That's not the point of this editorial.

Comment

This is the point. Ask the man who thinks he's a Rice man what kind of party he would rent a hall for a Rice dance. Ask the man who has recently tried to rent a hall for a Rice party. That's the point. This is getting around an issue that doesn't pay to rent your place for a Rice dance or party. Those are the facts. Think about it.

Thrashing It Out

To the Editor:

This year in my freshman college and although the word freshman has been at least once mentioned, I have never been to one or two parties. I think that was as a whole too many parties. I think that there are many things which will be new and different this year and that some will seem to be the same as the last year. I think that I have come accustomed to some of these in the past few years but I don't know if you have the same. In some the given two weeks ago are not a necessary part of a full-fledged career.

I am not sure of freshman contact even before this year I haven't seen that there was any kind of a dynamic atmosphere in which the profits could cover, and this year in particular new people drink and it is up to me to realize their actions, or to realize that I am more or less a freshman. The thing is that these students feel us as assistants or are rewarded. I think that it is more of a matter of the same "knew party" as the Bum's Rush.

I understand that there was more information down to the symphonies in which the profits could cover, and this year in particular new people drink and it is up to me to realize their actions, or to realize that I am more or less a freshman. The thing is that these students feel us as assistants or are rewarded. I think that it is more of a matter of the same "knew party" as the Bum's Rush.
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LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD

FBI, Red Agents, Minute Women Run Rampant In SLLS Play

Autry House was the setting Tuesday and Wednesday nights for the SLLS's production of "Red Riding Hood." The wolf, who turned out not to be the villain we thought he would be, was actually an FBI investigator—FBI meaning Federal Box Investigator. Red (Charlotte Dykes) was the innocent mother, and woodsmen (accused as fellow travelers because of their interest in the Russian spies) are burned in the box.

Curtain calls were demanded from the audience of Sharon Camp, playing the role of the wolf, Charlotte Dykes, Gretchen Ferris (the grandmother), Carolyn Thomas (acted as the prince, grand-mother, and woodsmen (accused as fellow travelers because of their interest in the Russian spies) are burned in the box.

Activities Planned By Religious Clubs

By JO-ANNE HICKMAN

The Newman Club is sponsoring a dance tonight at Holy Rosary Hall, 5000 Travis, at 8 p.m. It will be a sport dance in celebration of Halloween and everyone is invited.

The Hill Society has been invited by the University of Houston to a social to be held Saturday at Seth Jacob Hall, 8:00 p.m.—1:00 a.m. There will be no charge for this social. Mr. R. T. Friedmann, director of the Anti-Defamation League, was the guest speaker at a joint meeting of the Rine and University of Houston Hillel Societies, recently at the Jewish Community Center.

The Center Club will meet Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at A-House.
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Now that the Rice Owls have returned to the thick of the conference pennant scramble with their well-earned 11th hour victory over Texas last week, Owl fans can’t begin seeing too clear visions of Dallas on New Year’s Day. There are still four tough SWC teams to go by, including high-flying Baylor, currently ranked 3rd in the nation. Rice shouldn’t have excessive trouble with TCU and Arkansas, although either one could come through on a good day. A&M will not be so easy. The fighting farmers have come up with a tremendously improved ball-club built around quarterback Don Ellis, the conference leader in passing and total offense. The Aggies haven’t beaten West-Texan several times stopped Baylor to a 14-13 victory. The big ball-club built around quarterback Don Ellis, the conference leader in passing and total offense. The Aggies haven’t beaten West-Texan several times stopped Baylor to a 14-13 victory.

In the second quarter when Atchley Proctor appeared to be having a let-down with deep Longhorns are still to be close one, Rice 21—Kentucky 13. Probably the most surprising fact in the Texas game, other than the last minute win, was the development of Rice’s aerial attack. The Owls have been strictly a ground team, but the development of their aerial attack this year is a significant factor. In the second quarter Rice’s 11 kicked a field goal to make Rice 25 which was recovered by Ken Glos and the game with numerous bruises but no apparent serious injuries. Morrie Home is still on the disabled list, but backs Carl Johnson and Bob Gangemi should be ready after long layoffs.

The following day Wildcat Coach Neely tried Dan at defensive end he was when spring training. He is being used chiefly to end James Peters for another. The Rice Owls, who have been much worse for the Longhorns are still to be handily beaten the University of Texas. Since an early season loss to Mississippi, the Wildcats have put up a stiffer game each week. For the 2nd year in a row, the Wildcats have been well-handled in a conference.
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THE THREE SWC GAMES ON TAP THIS WEEK

By DICK PETERS

The many other Owls Meet Wildcats Tomorrow Kentucky Eleven Is One Of Most Improved Teams In South

HARRIS LEADS OWLS PAST YEARLINGS IN MUD 23-0

The Owls Meet Wildcats Tomorrow

KENTUCKY ELEVEN IS ONE OF MOST IMPROVED TEAMS IN SOUTH

By J. Paul Sheedy

Harris led the gubernatorial Rice team to a 23-0 defeat of the close one, Rice 21—Kentucky 13. Probably the most surprising fact in the Texas game, other than the last minute win, was the development of Rice’s aerial attack. The Owls have been strictly a ground team, but the development of their aerial attack this year is a significant factor. In the second quarter Rice’s 11 kicked a field goal to make Rice 25 which was recovered by Ken Glos and the game with numerous bruises but no apparent serious injuries. Morrie Home is still on the disabled list, but backs Carl Johnson and Bob Gangemi should be ready after long layoffs.

The following day Wildcat Coach Neely tried Dan at defensive end he was when spring training. He is being used chiefly to end James Peters for another. The Rice Owls, who have been much worse for the Longhorns are still to be handily beaten the University of Texas. Since an early season loss to Mississippi, the Wildcats have put up a stiffer game each week. For the 2nd year in a row, the Wildcats have been well-handled in a conference.
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KENTUCKY ELEVEN IS ONE OF MOST IMPROVED TEAMS IN SOUTH

By J. Paul Sheedy

Harris led the gubernatorial Rice team to a 23-0 defeat of the Yearlings in Mud 23-0.
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Harris led the gubernatorial Rice team to a 23-0 defeat of the Yearlings in Mud 23-0.
Kosse Leads Owls Past Longhorns
(Continued from Page 1)

Rice, a fourth quarter through which the Rice parities remained stand-
ing, the Big Blue physically and mentally shook the Longhorns in
to dependency. The average-
colled Texas dressing room was
tilled with awe and an emotional
curse. Such was the drama that left
Rice parities hysterically yelling
and Texas fans suddenly deserted.

David Hare, who played brilliant-
ly before that unforgettable catch, joined Frank Sizen of the 1937
team, and Fragie Williams of 1949 in the ranks of those who
defeated Texas with last sec-
tond effort.

The second string line came of age carrying the major burden in
the Owl victory. Buddy Gran'tham
set the passing pace with his
fourth quarter aerial game that
eventually led to Fenstemaker's
money time. Gordon Selberg came
from fifth string to sparkle at
right half. Mac Taylor, as Kosse's
only relief, carried three consecu-
tive times for 15 yards, Fenstemaker
kicked the extra point that fig-
ured in Texas's defensive strategy that almost, but not quite,
provided victory.

Texas played unnecessarily roughely, their punt return being
as a result. Hilly Quinn, Texas half-
back, was taken injured from the
field on the opening kickoff to re-
turn to action no more this year.
All these were important incident-
als that were factors in determining the outcome of such a close game.

Texas produced an efficient first
half effort and should have
taken the championship game. His longest aerial was a
35 yard scoring shot to John
Robert Johnson ran the TD
from the arm of Bill Trotter
was to lanky Joe Durrenberger.
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Rain Cuts Into Intramural Schedule; Replay Saturday

Rain played havoc with the Fri-
day and Monday leagues, and
make up games now constitute the
biggest schedule on the intramural
football agenda. Following last
week's action six teams remained
undefeated in the five leagues. Of
these only two had won more than
one game and a third had yet to
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Kosse Johnson—RICE ALL-AMERICA POSSIBILITY

Tomorrow's Probable Starting Lineups

RICE

90 Dan Hart
78 Richard Chapman
70 John Hudson
55 Leo Buscas
60 Kenny Paul
72 Max Schueler
89 Blido Bridges
26 Leroy Fenstemaker
47 Dickie Moogle
10 Sammy Bark
45 Kosse Johnson

KENTUCKY

Howard Schraderberger 84
Arvon Bivin 76
Ray Correll 65
Tommie Atkins 50
Joe Koch 66
Harry Kirk 79
Jim Proffitt 87
Bo Hardy 14
Steve Mullinger 80
Joe Flatt 97
Ralph Paolino 95

BISSONNET LIQUOR STORE
Fine Liquors - Wines - Beer
P. V. Petty 1725 Bissonnet

 WHICH TWIN IS WEARING GLASSES?

Both... But one has INVISIBLE CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES!

Yes, both twins are wearing glasses, but the twin on the right has the new invisible, fluidless, contact lenses. These smaller than a dime and practically invisible. Can be worn 8 to 10 hours in dependence comfort and are completely safe.
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If you pause...make it count...have a Coke
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Rain Halts Intramural Activity

Rice Placement Service Has Many Job Opportunities

Predictions

Owl Rifle Team Splits Two Matches

Rain Halts Intramural Activity

Six

Oklahoma A and M at Fayetteville. Texas A and M vs. Texas at Dallas, Arkansas vs. Baylor. Rice

Barber Shop

The shop nearest the campus

BARBER SHOP

Hermann Professional Building

We especially cater to the Rice institute student body

Just across main street

The shop nearest the campus

CHOICE OF YOUNG AMERICA

For the fifth straight year —

Chesterfield

Chesterfield is the largest selling cigarette in America's colleges...

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more than 800 college co-ops and campus stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the fifth straight year Chesterfield is the college favorite.

Chesterfield is the only cigarette ever to give you proof of low nicotine, highest quality...

The country's six leading brands were analyzed — chemically — and Chesterfield was found low in nicotine — highest in quality.

Chesterfield

Chesterfield cigarettes best for you